
Welcome to the invisible world in the reflow
Another novel concept reflow simulator of Cores

invites you to explore inside the reflow through your microscope.
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  NEW　　    Microviewα　core9045a



Invitation to the world of better visibility of your reflow !
Let’s peep into the mystery inside the reflow under your microscope.
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Another advantage of Microview α
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Remove the heating unit from the camera stand and install it to your microscope, 
then you can immediately measure coplanarity under reflow conditions.
＊Space required for installing Microview α: 200 mm(W) x 200 mm(D) x 100 mm(H)



A convection heating method of real reflows
Being small enough to get installed on your microscope, 

Microviewα adopts a  convectional heating method similar to 
that of realreflows. Any samples within a size of 50 mm x 39 mm
can be analyzed under real reflow conditions.

“corePlayer” , the special software for SMT process analysis
corePlayer” helps analyze samples’ behavior by obtained image 
data in animation and still pictures in comparison with a given 
temp profile as the image data and the temp profile synchronize
with each other. The fast forwarding / rewinding operation is so
easy using the cursor on the PC that you can quickly move to 
the scene you want to check and observe in detail.

Camera stand with a 180 degree moving range
The camera stand, designed spesifically for Microview α has a 
wide movable range of 180 degrees semi-circularly from vertical to
horizontal. So you can focus on any particular image as you like 
and repeat observation at any given angles by easily adjusting 
the scale provided along the way the handling lever moves.
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Most effective convectional heating method
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　　　　How heated air flows by conveciton

Microviewα employs a convectional heating method in order to 
create similar thermal enviroments to those inside real reflows. 
The heat wind in the convectional thermal current from both the right and 
left sides is so designed to warp up the work gently and keep uniform 
the temperature within the reflow on the glass stage.

※Front view image

Conduction method
The sample is heated on a hot plate

This conduction heating method heats up only the
backside of the sample, and makes it bent in a “U”
shape. Its created thermalenvironment is totally
different from that of real reflows.

Hot plate

Radiation method
The sample is heated by halogen infrared heater

The sample is heated by a halogen infrared heater.
This radiation method heats up only one side of the
sample and keeps the other side cold. This method
cannot uniformly warms up the sample device, and
therefore is inadequate.

Stage

Halogen

Other heating methods
Correct coplanarity / 

warpage measurement 

is impossible.

heating
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Simplicity in creation of temp profiles

Save both the control and sample’s
temperatures in CSV.
The Digital Panel Recorder installed to the control unit saves both
the control and sample’s temperatures. The saved CSV data in
the attached microSD Card can be graphically displayed for easy
analysis by using Cores’QuiQ viewer available free or other
spreadsheet software available on the market.

■ See more about Cores’Digital Panel Recorder and QuiQ viewer at http://core1000.jp

Measure the sample’s temperatures 
under heated conditions

A convection heating method of real reflows

A temperature profile can be created very easily by inputting “times” and 
“temperatures”at a max of 32 points. 
The temp profile so created is saved on the PC per sample.
The temperatures being odtained on the heating unit with a thermocouple
are graphically displayed real time.

Input “times” and “temperatures”.
A max of 32 “time” and “temp” points 
can be pre-set.

Push “Set” button to 
complete the settings

Upon completion of the settings,
push the heating start button 
on the software or on the 
control unit of Microviewα 
to start heating.

The sample’s real temperatures
can be measured with a thermocouple.



“corePlayer”, the spacial software for your SMT process analysis
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Learning function(Currently under development)

The software learns the sample’s actual temperatures obtained by the thermocouple, correct temp points automatically and completes
creating a profile as desired. The obtained temp data saved in SCV images can be readily available for your report and review.

analys

“corePlayer” helps to confirm and analyze the sample’s behavior by its obtained image data in comparison with a given temp profile.
The fast forwarding / rewarding operation is so easy using the cursor on the PC that you can quickly move to the scene you want to 
check and observe in detail.

Quick, instinctive trim editing

Just determine the start and end point,and 
you can complete editing obtained image data.
（AVI, MPG, BMP, JPEG）

Drag one time to reproduce image data

You can instantly move to the scene on obtained image data by
dragging the cursor just one time. Grasping your surface-mount process
has now become this easy.
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The thermocouple 
obtains the sample’s
real temperatures.

The software learns
the obtained
real temperatures.
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Easy image data editing for your report creation 

“corePlayer”, the special softeare for your surface-mount  process analysis

The obtained animated and still pictures display data such as control temperatures, scales for comparison in size and temp profiles. Such data can be
easily switched on or off in display and trimmed by determining the start and end points.

※.COR is Cores’ own file format.

Create your own attractive, reliable reports!

Obtained animations (COR*, AVI, MPC) and still pictures (BMP, JPEG) provide a lot
of information on the elapsed time, temperatures and sample’s behavior at high
temperature, etc., for you to create attractive, effective and reliable reports full of
such high-quality data.  Thus Microview α now makes it remarkably possible to help
make reports on samples’ behavior and solders’ wettability more real and in more
detail than ever before.

Control temp Elapsed time O2 concentration
(Option)Thermocouple temp Profile graph Scale

Cursor function between 2 points

A cursor is displayed between any 2 points on animated and still pictures.
Use this cursor function and take the advantage of the camera’s 180 °moving range 
to measure the warpage of a connector by shooting it horizontally.

For 
analysis report 

creation

For 
analysis report 

creation

For 
presentation
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Display switch boxes
Check switch boxes to display necessary
data in the Display switch boxes.

Observational animations

Observational animations + various data 

Display switch boxes
Control temp

Scale
Profile graph Cursor

Logger 1CH
Logger 2CH

Logger 5CH
Logger 6CH

Logger 3CH
Logger 4CH

Logger 7CH
Logger 8CH
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Camera stand with a 180°moving range
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Reflow observation / Copla measurement

Microview α allows you to perform reflow observation and copla
measurement easily by changing the camera angles. Shooting at 
the horizontal angle helps to measure a connector’s coplanarity as
well as provides iamges inside the reflow. “corePlayer”, the special
software, assisits you in measuring the amount of warpage with its
cursor function between 2 points.

  Use the scale to adjust an observation angle

The scale provided on the camera stand makes it much
easier to adjust an observaton angle. This is also
instrumental in repeating observation in the same
conditon as in any previous observation.

observation

The camera stand specially designed for Microview α has a 180　degree moving range semi-circularly from vertical to horizontal 
to help you to observe the sample to your satisfaction. 
The scale provided along all the way the handling lever moves makes it possible to focus  and repeat observation at any given angle.

0° 90°

  Special glass stage makes 
  observation comfortable
The glass stage to install the sample on is carved
with cells for both easy sample setting and camera
position adjustment.
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Responding to a wide variety of samples and objects

Camera stand with a 180 degree moving range

Surface-mounted
connectors

Chip devices

BGAs

Others

Cracks on lens coating A solder ball of 100 μm in dia. Warpage of a device
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Specifications

Accessories Options

Special glass × 1pc Thermocouple × 1pc ×2 Rear conversion lens 

Ring light unit × 1pcLighting fixture × 1pc Note-type PC × 1pc Others(Air hose,cable,microSD card)

CMOS camera and lens × 1pc each ×2 Front conversion lens 

Name
Type
Power
Power consumption
Supply air pressure
Air consumption

External dimension

Installation space

Weight

Ambient operating temperature

Micro view α
core9045a
100VAC ±10％ （50／ 60Hz）
Approx. 800VA
0.3～ 0.6MPa　
Approx.  80L/Min
Heating unit　：（W）191ｍｍ×（D）180mm×（H）90mm　(excluding extrusions)
Control unit　：（W）325ｍｍ×（D）320mm×（H）275mm　(excluding extrusions)
Camera stand:（W）391.5ｍｍ×（D）220.5mm×（H）391mm　(excluding extrusions)
（W）1000ｍｍ×（D）900mm×（H）500mm
Heating unit　：Approx. 2.5 kg
Control unit　：Approx. 11.5 kg
Camera stand：Approx.10 kg
25 ±5

General

Heater
Heater life
Heating method
Heating temperature
Heating area 
Work setting area
For temp control

Hot air blower heater　100V　350W×2
Approx. 1000h
Convectional
Room temp ～ 300 (A fraction less than 1  is disregarded for setting.)
（W）76ｍｍ×（D）40mm×（H）26.5mm
（W）50ｍｍ×（D）39mm×（H）15mm　（glass stage）
Temp regulator、thyristor unit and thermocouple

1/2” color CMOS
2 million in color
Standard magnification：x 3.5～ 24.1　High magnification:  x 28～ 192.8
(On the15.6 ‘’ monitor of the attached note-type PC with screen resolution 1,280 x 1,024 )
Standard magnification:　Approx. 30.4mm(W)×22.5mm(D)～ 4.2mm(W)×3.1mm(D)
High magnification:　Approx 8.8ｍｍ(W)×6.6mm(D)～ 1.1mm(W)×0.8mm(D)
(in the case of camera input of 800×600, 20 fps)
Standard magnification:  82 mm    High magnification:  83 mm

Heating

Light source
Light lifetime
Average lux 
Power 
Power consumption

High power LED
Approx. 40000h
45000lux(5cm distant)　　15000lux(10cm distant)
100VAC(Use the attached adapter)
4W(Light source in max brightness)

Lighting

Temp profile

Image data saving

Work temp measurement

A max of 32 points setting is possible per temp profile.
Temperature, time and animation data(AVI, COR, MPG) can be
recorded in a max of 40 frames per sec (when the screen size is 640×480.)
Still picture data (BMP,JPG) can be recorded in snap photos.
The work’s temperatures are measured by the attached 
thermocouple and displayed and saved on the control unit.

Others

Photograph elements
Total pixel number

Convert magnification

Photograph area

W.D

Camera
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Outer dimensions

Camera stand + Heat ing uni t Ref low control  uni t

Ref low control  uni t
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Cores Corporation

CORE9045A-EN-12-01-20-A

The information of this catalogue is as of January  20, 2012 and is subject to
change without prior noctice.

Safety Precautions
338-3 Furukawado, Tsuru-shi Yamanashi Pref.
402-0004 Japan
TEL:+81-554-45-1027
FAX:+08-554-45-6200

All rights relating to the information of this catalogue are reserved by Cores
Corporation (Cores), and no part of this document may be reprodused or
transmitted in any form by any means and for any purpose without Cores’
prior permission.

Agent of Cores

U R L http://www.cor.co.jp
E-mail info@cor.co.jp

Read carefully the Operation Manual attached

to the purchased product in the first instance

so that you can use it correctly and safely.
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